Program

Road Rage
Joshua Roberts, soprano saxophone; Alex Wolf, alto saxophone; Kristi Hull, tenor saxophone; Megan Blissitt, baritone saxophone

Lockjaw
Chandler Sumner-Gehrig, tuba

Perturbed
Mack Booth, cello; Dane Slinger, marimba

Shrimp
Jenna Kopitske, piano

Gwerby Curdles and the Nerf Hurdles
Electronics

Alveolus
Drew Whiting, baritone saxophone; Dane Slinger, drum set

Adrenalized
Joshua Roberts, flute; Megan Blissitt, bass clarinet; Rebecca Briesemeister, violin; Mack Booth, cello; Jenna Kopitske, piano; Owen Vihos-Hoover, electric bass; Dane Slinger, drum set

As a courtesy to the artists and to those in attendance, please silence all electronic devices.

Dane is from the studio of Dr. John Mayrose.

***

This recital is in partial fulfillment of the Bachelor of Music degree with an emphasis in Music Composition.

For additional events, visit the University of Wisconsin Oshkosh Music Department website at:
https://uwosh.edu/music/community/calendar